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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF MISSISSIPPI 

NORTHERN DIVISION 

IN RE:  

CONSOLIDATED DISCOVERY IN CASES 
FILED BY ALYSSON MILLS, IN HER 
CAPACITY AS RECEIVER FOR ARTHUR 
LAMAR ADAMS AND MADISON TIMBER 
PROPERTIES, LLC. 

ALYSSON MILLS, IN HER CAPACITY  
AS RECEIVER FOR ARTHUR LAMAR 
ADAMS AND MADISON TIMBER 
PROPERTIES, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

BANKPLUS; BANKPLUS WEALTH 
MANAGEMENT, LLC; GEE GEE 
PATRIDGE, VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF 
OPERATING OFFICER OF BANKPLUS; 
STEWART PATRIDGE; JASON COWGILL; 
MARTIN MURPHREE; MUTUAL OF 
OMAHA INSURANCE COMPANY; and 
MUTUAL OF OMAHA INVESTOR 
SERVICES, INC.,  

Defendants.

Case No. 3:22-cv-00036-CWR-FKB 

Arising out of Case No. 3:18-cv-252, 
Securities and Exchange Commission v. 
Arthur Lamar Adams and Madison 
Timber Properties, LLC

Case No. 3:19-cv-00196-CWR-FKB 

RECEIVER’S OPPOSITION TO  
GEE GEE PATRIDGE’S MOTION TO COMPEL 
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Alysson Mills, in her capacity as Receiver for Arthur Lamar Adams and Madison Timber 

Properties, Inc., respectfully submits this opposition to Gee Gee Patridge’s Motion to Compel 

[Doc. 417].1

INTRODUCTION

Why the Receiver sued Gee Gee Patridge is no mystery. The Receiver’s complaint is 

detailed and every factual allegation has a source document, which in most instances came from 

Patridge’s BankPlus emails. 

Gee Gee Patridge was a long-time senior executive at BankPlus. From January 2011 to 

April 19, 2018, BankPlus employees, including Patridge, aided and abetted Lamar Adams and his 

colleague, Wayne Kelly, by lending their influence, their professional services, and even their 

customers to the Madison Timber Ponzi scheme. Patridge and Kelly were close—they had what 

Patridge has described as a “family bond and trust.”2 Patridge told Kelly she would be “glad” to 

serve as a “referral contact” for potential Madison Timber investors and facilitated Madison 

Timber investments for other investors, despite being uniquely positioned to see that Madison 

Timber was a fraud. 

Patridge was also an investor in Madison Timber until 2014, and suggests that entitles her 

to expansive, invasive discovery into the private lives of other investors. But discovery into other 

investors is irrelevant to whether Patridge—as a BankPlus executive—is liable to the Receivership 

Estate. Patridge was not a typical investor. Only she had a family-like relationship with Wayne 

Kelly; was a senior executive at a defendant bank whose employees (including her son) were 

1 Defendants BankPlus [424] and Jason Cowgill [417] joined Patridge’s motion. The joinders incorporate and adopt 
Patridge’s arguments without specifying which of the Receiver’s responses to the joining defendant’s discovery 
requests are challenged. 

2 Doc. 78 at 2, Mills v. BankPlus, et al., No. 3:19-cv-196 (S.D. Miss.). 
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selling Madison Timber investments; and referred other investors to Madison Timber despite being 

able to see the indicia that Madison Timber was a fraud.  

The Receiver’s complaint is based on Patridge’s role as a BankPlus executive. Those 

allegations are based on what the Receiver gleaned from the documents BankPlus produced pre-

litigation, including Patridge’s emails, and from her and other BankPlus employees’ testimony to 

the S.E.C. The Receiver’s discovery responses, like her complaint, are detailed. They include 

narrative responses and point Patridge to specific pages of records—including her own emails—

that support each of the complaint’s allegations.  

The Receiver has also given Patridge substantially all documents she has received from 

any source. She has supplemented many of her written responses in an effort to narrow the issues 

raised by Patridge. Nonetheless, Patridge takes issue with nearly each of the Receiver’s responses.   

Patridge’s motion should be denied. 

ARGUMENT 

1. The Receiver stands in a unique position as it relates to discovery.  

The Receiver stands in a unique position as it relates to discovery. The Receiver necessarily 

comes to a case after-the-fact. She (unlike Patridge and other defendants) has no independent 

personal knowledge of the underlying facts beyond what she can glean from the documents of 

those involved. Bell for Rex Venture Group, LLC v. Kaplan, No. 3:14-CV-352, 2017 WL 9802760, 

at *1 (W.D.N.C. Sept. 8, 2017) (“[A receiver] has no independent personal knowledge of the 

factual basis for the claims against the Defendant. He had no knowledge or involvement with [the 

receivership entity] prior to his appointment as the Receiver. Indeed, he has no knowledge of the 
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facts underlying claims against Defendant beyond what he has learned in the documents already 

provided to Defendant in discovery and communicated to Defendant via interrogatories.”).3

The Receiver was not present when Lamar Adams and Wayne Kelly were running the 

Madison Timber Ponzi scheme. She was not present, for instance, when Wayne Kelly would pick 

up and drop off Madison Timber documents at BankPlus for Gee Gee Patridge, when Madison 

Timber held meetings at BankPlus’s office, or when Stewart Patridge would pick up his 

commission checks in BankPlus’s drive-thru window. She was not privy to the conversations 

between and among Adams, Kelly, Gee Gee Patridge, and other BankPlus employees or affiliates. 

Her complaint against Patridge necessarily is based on documents she received post-appointment.  

The Receiver’s discovery responses are properly based on the records available to her and 

her knowledge at this time, before she has been allowed to conduct depositions. She has responded 

to Patridge’s requests as required by the federal rules. Consistent with her obligations, the Receiver 

has provided to Patridge the same information that Patridge could have obtained from Adams and 

Madison Timber.  

2. Gee Gee Patridge was not just an investor, and is not entitled to discovery into other 
investor’s personal investment decisions. 

Gee Gee Patridge suggests in her motion that she should be treated differently from other 

defendants because she was also an investor. Yes, Gee Gee Patridge invested in Madison Timber 

from 2011 until 2014. She exited the Ponzi scheme before its demise, and therefore suffered no 

losses.4

3 Although Kaplan involved a motion for protective order to quash a receiver’s deposition, the court’s analysis of the 
limits of a receiver’s knowledge is equally applicable here. 

4 Patridge’s former employer BankPlus would have the Receiver claw back Patridge’s proceeds. The Receiver has not 
done so because she treats all investors equally. 
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But Gee Gee Patridge was not just an investor. She could see what other investors could 

not. Patridge was BankPlus’s long-time Chief Financial Officer, and, later, Chief Operating 

Officer who, because of her close personal relationship with Wayne Kelly, served as a reference 

for Madison Timber when Kelly needed it. Patridge facilitated Madison Timber wire transfers, 

provided bank statements to Wayne Kelly, and facilitated at least one other investor’s Madison 

Timber investments.5 Gee Gee Patridge’s employees, including her son, sold Madison Timber 

investments through BankPlus’s offices and in reliance on its name and resources.  

Patridge, as a BankPlus executive, vouched for Madison Timber, lent it credibility, and 

failed to stop it despite knowing as early as 2009, but by no later than 2015, that Madison Timber 

was a fraud. For these actions, the Receiver’s complaint alleges claims for civil conspiracy, aiding 

and abetting, and negligence against Gee Gee Patridge.  

The fact that Gee Gee Patridge also happened to be a Madison Timber investor does not 

“open the door” for her to discover information about other investors’ due diligence. Investor due 

diligence is irrelevant to the Receiver’s claims against Gee Gee Patridge.6

Gee Gee Patridge says Rostain v. Trustmark is inapplicable because she “is not a bank.” 

[Doc. 417 at 29, 31]. But in the context of this case, Gee Gee Patridge and BankPlus go hand-in-

hand. Patridge knew what BankPlus knew. Rostain applies equally to Patridge as it does to 

BankPlus. 

5 Gee Gee Patridge seems to suggest that the fact that she facilitated Madison Timber investments for an investor who 
“is actually [her] sister” somehow lessens her culpability. The Receiver does not follow this logic. 
6 Patridge asks the Receiver to identify (“any investor . . . who independently confirmed that the timber underlying 
Madison Timber investments was real” (Interrogatory No. 19); “any investor . . . who investigated the ‘red flags’ you 
list in the Amended Complaint” (Interrogatory No. 24); and “any knowledge you allege Gee Gee Patridge had 
regarding Madison Timber, LLC, that was not available to other investors” (Interrogatory No. 20); and asks her to 
produce “any documents” supporting the allegation “Gee Gee Patridge had knowledge regarding Madison Timber 
that was not available to other investors” (Request for Production No. 14). 
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Under Rotstain, defendants are not entitled to discovery into investor’s personal investment 

decisions, due diligence (including whether they investigated “red flags”), or good faith with 

respect to the decision to invest in Madison Timber because that information is irrelevant. See 

Rotstain v. Trustmark Nat’l Bank, No. 3:09-cv-2384-N-BQ, Doc. 695 at 17 (N.D. Tex. Feb. 27, 

2020) (“TD Bank provides little to no viable explanation for how Ms. Reed’s personal decision to 

invest in SIBL CDs bears any relevance to Stanford’s alleged fraudulent transfers routed through 

TD Bank or the bank’s assertion that it acted in good faith . . . . The Court agrees with OSIC’s 

assessment that Ms. Reed’s personal investment encounters with the Stanford Ponzi Scheme ‘have 

no bearing on’ the disputed matters raised by the parties’ pleadings herein . . . “); Rotstain, Doc. 

709 at 18–19 (disallowing TD Bank’s questioning of another Stanford investor’s “personal 

investment activity”). 

 Patridge argues that in Rotstain the banks were in “a different position from individual 

investors.” [Doc. 417 at 29]. That is true. No investor in Rotstain was the defendant bank’s senior 

executive, had unique access to information that established the investment was fraudulent, or 

personally vouched for the fraudulent investment. Patridge did all of those things. She was no 

ordinary investor.  

What is relevant to this case is what Gee Gee Patridge knew and when she knew it, and 

what due diligence she took in her role as a senior BankPlus executive. Other investors’ due 

diligence in their personal investment decisions is irrelevant. That issue is currently pending before 

the Court in Mills v. BankPlus, et al.7 and in the consolidated action In re Consolidated Discovery 

in Cases Filed by Alysson Mills,8 and the Receiver incorporates those arguments here. At least 

7 Docs. 184, 190, 199, Mills v. BankPlus, et al., No. 19-cv-196 (S.D. Miss.). 
8 Docs. 83, 184, In re Consolidated Discovery in Cases Filed by Alysson Mills, No. 22-cv-36 (S.D. Miss.). 
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until Judge Reeves rules on the Receiver’s motions, the Receiver’s discovery responses 

appropriately respond to Patridge’s requests on these issues. 

3. Gee Gee Patridge has everything she needs, and more.  

The Receiver’s complaint allegations against Gee Gee Patridge is detailed, and every 

factual allegation has a source document, which in most instances came from Patridge’s BankPlus 

emails or BankPlus employees’ testimony to the S.E.C. The Receiver has produced substantially 

all of the documents in her possession to all defendants long ago. 

Patridge has access to her own records, but she also has access to the Madison Timber 

virtual data room, which houses all of Madison Timber’s records that the Receiver has obtained—

documents that the Receiver obtained from the FBI; Madison Timber’s Quickbooks files that the 

Receiver obtained from Madison Timber’s CPA; records that the Receiver obtained from third 

parties, including Madison Timber’s recruiters, banks, and law firms; records that the Receiver 

obtained from any defendant either pre-litigation or during discovery; and an accounting of the 

Receivership Estate’s damages, along with its underlying documents. 

Because of the volume of documents, the Receiver expended significant effort to organize 

the virtual data room clearly. She created a folder structure organized by custodian. All documents 

are Bates numbered, and the Bates range of each custodian’s production is readily apparent. 

Attached as Exhibit A is a screenshot of the virtual data room’s folder structure. The Receiver has 

also provided all defendants with an index of the data room’s contents, and when she adds 

documents, she sends a memorandum to that effect. See, e.g., Exhibits B (July 23, 2021 letter from 

the Receiver to all defense counsel), C (example of recent memorandum to all defendants). When 

she had them, she produced documents in native format. 
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The Receiver has told Patridge (and all defendants) that she has produced, with few 

exceptions, documents she has obtained from any source, whether they are relevant to Patridge or 

not.9 Patridge knows this and the Court knows this. 

Patridge complains that the Receiver’s written responses to requests for production are 

improper because she does not “identify specific documents.”10 As required by Rule 34, the 

Receiver’s written responses to Patridge’s requests for production list the categories of responsive 

documents she has produced.  

4. The Receiver responded to Patridge’s requests with the information presently 
available to her; later discovery may reveal more.  

Patridge complains that the Receiver objects to certain requests on the basis of prematurity, 

and says her responses make it “unclear whether the Receiver has fully answered” and “unclear 

whether the Receiver would timely supplement her response if necessary.”11 The Receiver’s 

allegations against Patridge are detailed, and are about her own conduct based on BankPlus’s 

documents, and primarily, Patridge’s emails within those documents. 

If the Receiver’s discovery responses do not say much more than what she says in her 

complaint, it is because Patridge has not produced much about her interactions with Wayne Kelly, 

Lamar Adams, or Madison Timber since the Receiver filed this lawsuit. Specifically, despite the 

9 The Receiver has not produced the records she obtained from Brent Alexander and Jon Seawright, but will do so 
once their criminal proceedings conclude. Otherwise, the Receiver has not produced her post-appointment 
communications with individual investors. The Court recently ruled “[d]iscovery of postappointment communications 
between the Receiver and investor-victims, however, will shed no light on the claims or defenses between the actual 
parties. We should move on.” Doc. 338 at 3, Mills v. The UPS Store, Inc., No. 3:19-cv-364 (S.D. Miss.). 

10 Patridge asserts this argument with respect to Interrogatory Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 
20, 21, 22, 23, and Request for Production Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 
24, 25, 26, 27. 

11 Patridge asserts this argument with respect to Interrogatory Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 17, 
20, 1, 22, 23, and Request for Production Nos. 10, 14, 16, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27. 
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plethora of communications between her and Wayne Kelly while he was running Madison Timber, 

Patridge herself has produced notably few communications between them. 

Nonetheless, the Receiver heard the Court when it said that prematurity objections to 

contention interrogatories are usually improper. But many of Patridge’s discovery requests do not 

ask for the Receiver’s contentions. They instead ask the Receiver for a comprehensive 

identification of, for instance, “all ‘unusual transactions’ referenced” in ¶54 of the complaint 

(Interrogatory No. 17); the dates of all visits by Wayne Kelly to BankPlus (Interrogatory No. 22); 

“any knowledge you allege Gee Gee Patridge had regarding Madison Timber, LLC that was not 

available to other investors“ (Interrogatory No. 20).  

Other requests ask the Receiver to identify, for instance, “any investor” that Patridge either 

“recruited, or referred, or assisted in recruiting or referring to the Madison Timber Ponzi Scheme 

(Interrogatory No. 3); or the “date, method and content” of every “contact” between Patridge and 

Wayne Kelly (Interrogatory No. 6); and to “itemize each alleged facilitating action by” Patridge 

(Interrogatory No. 8). See 8B Wright & Miller, Fed. Prac. & Proc. § 2167 (3d ed.) (“Contention 

interrogatories may be held unduly broad if they ask in an undifferentiated way for ‘all’ facts or 

witnesses that support an opposing party’s case.”). 

These are not true contention interrogatories. Velasquez v. Ion Solar, LLC, No. CV 20-277, 

2020 WL 5604046, at *2 (D.N.M. Sept. 18, 2020) (quoting Lucero v. Valdez, 240 F.R.D. 591, 594 

(D.N.M. 2007)) (quotation marks omitted) (“Contention interrogatories, in turn, should not require 

a party to provide the equivalent of a narrative account of its case, including every evidentiary fact, 

details of testimony of supporting witnesses, and the contents of supporting documents.”); In & 

Out Welders, Inc. v. H & E Equip. Servs., Inc., No. 16-cv-86, 2018 WL 1370600, at *7 (M.D. La. 

Mar. 16, 2018) (quoting Linde v. Arab Bank, PLC, No. 04-2799, 2012 WL 957970 (E.D.N.Y. Mar. 
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21, 2012) (“Courts have ‘tended toward a middle ground, requiring parties to explain the factual 

bases for their contentions by providing the material facts upon which they will rely, but not a 

detailed and exhaustive listing of all of the evidence that will be offered.’”). 

When an interrogatory asks not what the Receiver contends but instead to make a 

comprehensive identification of all facts, the Receiver identified the facts of which she is aware to 

date and referenced by Bates range the documents that likely contain responsive information. 

When Patridge has asked the Receiver a true contention interrogatory—such as to state the basis 

for one of the complaint’s allegations—the Receiver responded by stating the facts known to her 

to date and by pointing Patridge to the supporting documents (usually Patridge’s own emails) by 

Bates number. But the Receiver’s knowledge only goes so far before she is able to conduct 

depositions. For now, the Receiver knows only what she can glean from the documents BankPlus 

produced to her. See Wright & Miller § 2167 (“[Rule 33] itself provides that the court may order 

that an interrogatory relating to opinion or contentions need not be answered until after designated 

discovery has been completed or until a pretrial conference or other later time.”); see also Jabil 

Inc. v. Essentium, Inc., No. 8:19-CV-1567, 2020 WL 708140, at *3 (M.D. Fla. Feb. 12, 2020) 

(“[A] party cannot be compelled to provide information that it does not have in its possession, 

custody, or control.”).

But that is not enough for Patridge, whose “concern” is that the Receiver will shirk her 

obligations to supplement her discovery responses and then ambush her on summary judgment or 

at trial. The Receiver of course will abide by her obligation to supplement her discovery responses. 

And ambushing Patridge on summary judgment or at trial would be impossible—Patridge has what 

the Receiver has.
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Patridge cites Fu v. Chin—a wholly inapposite case—in support. Fu v. Chin, 3:18-cv-2066-

N-BN, 2020 WL 7049161 (N.D. Tex. Oct. 23, 2020). In Fu, the plaintiff served discovery requests 

on Ling, an individual defendant, through his counsel. Ling produced no documents and did not 

respond to discovery at all. Id. at *5. The plaintiff later moved for summary judgment. In response 

to the plaintiff’s summary judgment motion, and in his own cross motion, Ling submitted multiple 

documents that had not previously been produced. Id. at *3. The court assessed discovery sanctions 

on Ling because he “failed to respond to discovery requests and did not produce relevant 

documents. Without those documents, Fu lacked a complete record when moving for summary 

judgment.” Id. at *5. 

This case is not Fu. The Receiver has provided detailed narrative responses to Patridge’s 

written discovery requests and has produced nearly every document in her possession in the virtual 

data room. See, e.g., Firefighters’ Ret. Sys. v. Citco Grp. Ltd., No. 13-373-SDD-EWD, 2018 WL 

3954144, at *5 (M.D. La. Aug. 17, 2018) (“[T]his is not a situation in which a party has simply 

referred to extraneous material in order to respond to the interrogatory. Instead, Plaintiffs have 

provided a narrative response to each interrogatory and have also directed the Citco Defendants to 

Plaintiffs’ expert reports.”).  

The Receiver’s interrogatory responses fairly respond to Patridge’s interrogatories. Yes, 

there are a lot of documents in this case, but the documents on which the Receiver based the 

complaint’s allegations are much narrower. That her interrogatory responses say additional 

responsive information may be found in documents obtained from sources like other defendants 

does not render her responses deficient. 
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5. The Receiver’s interrogatory responses properly apply Rule 33(d). 

Patridge also complains that the Receiver’s interrogatory responses improperly use the 

option to produce business records under Rule 33(d) because she “does not specify records in 

sufficient detail” and the documents are “not the Receiver’s business records, but are emails and 

other documents from Wayne Kelly and Lamar Adams and S.E.C. deposition transcripts.” [Doc. 

417 at 6].12

The Receiver herself has no records other than those she obtained in connection with these 

cases, and she has produced those documents to everyone. If the Receiver’s responses cited to 

information beyond Madison Timber’s or BankPlus’s own records, it is because that information 

might contain additional responsive information that corroborates the Receiver’s allegations. In 

those instances, and as required by Rule 33(d), she identified the documents by Bates range and 

made them available in the virtual data room. 

Patridge’s citations to KeyBank Nat. Ass’n v. Perkins Rowe Assocs., LLC and SouthPoint 

Bank v. Origin Bank do not help her. In KeyBank, the court observed in a footnote that the 

defendant’s affidavit was not a Rule 33(d) business record, although documents attached to it could 

be. KeyBank Nat. Ass’n v. Perkins Rowe Assocs., LLC, No. CIV.A. 09-497-JJB, 2011 WL 765925, 

at *1 (M.D. La. Feb. 25, 2011). Keybank does not answer whether documents the Receiver has 

obtained in connection with these cases fall within Rule 33(d). Cf. A.R. v. Dudek, No. 12-60460-

CIV, 2015 WL 11143084, at *5 (S.D. Fla. Oct. 9, 2015) (“In determining whether Rule 33(d) is 

applicable, the real issues are whether the answers to the interrogatories may be determined by 

12 Patridge asserts this argument with respect to Interrogatory Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 
20, 21, 22, 23. 
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examining the records and whether the burden of deriving or ascertaining the answer will be 

substantially the same for either party “). 

Further, the KeyBank defendants responded to the plaintiff’s interrogatories by directing it 

“to an undifferentiated mass of records previously provided and/or already in plaintiff KeyBank’s 

possession.” KeyBank Nat. Ass’n, 2011 WL 765925, at *3. The court found that under Rule 33(d), 

“the party must specify the records which must be reviewed in sufficient detail to enable the 

interrogating party to locate and identify them as readily as the responding party could.” Id.

(emphasis added).13 Similarly, in SouthPoint Bank, a defendant bank responded to interrogatory 

asking it to identify and describe all amendments or modifications to loan documents in its own 

records by stating only “The Loan Documents speak for themselves.” SouthPoint Bank v. Origin 

Bank, No. 3:21-CV-156-TSL-MTP, 2022 WL 342980, at *3 (S.D. Miss. Jan. 27, 2022). The court 

ordered the defendant bank to “specify the records involved in sufficient detail.” Id.

This case is not KeyBank or SouthPoint Bank. The Receiver has identified the responsive 

documents with such specificity as to “enable [Patridge] to locate and identify them as readily as 

[the Receiver] could.” KeyBank Nat. Ass’n, 2011 WL 765925, at *3. 

“Rule 33(d) gives the party on whom an interrogatory is served the option to make 

available its records from which an answer can be found in any case in which the burden of finding 

the answer is substantially the same for the party serving the interrogatory as for the party served.” 

20 Wright & Miller, Fed. Prac. & Proc. Deskbook § 92 (2d ed.). Patridge does not even attempt to 

argue that the Receiver could more easily research Patridge’s or BankPlus’s records than Patridge 

herself. The same is true for records that are not Patridge’s—the burden on the Receiver to 

research, for instance, Wayne Kelly’s emails is the same as Patridge’s. See Fed. R. Civ. Proc. 33(d) 

13
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(applying “if the burden of deriving or ascertaining the answer will be substantially the same for 

either party”). 

6. Patridge cannot dictate the Receiver’s discovery responses. 

Patridge asks the Court to strike certain statements in the Receiver’s responses it believes 

are “non-responsive and null.”14 For example, she asks the Court to strike the statement that certain 

information is “uniquely within Gee Gee Patridge’s knowledge and ability to ascertain” 

(Interrogatory No. 3, 7); and “Gee Gee Patridge is in the best position to know” (Interrogatory 

Nos. 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 21, 22, 23). 

Patridge cites no authority for its position that the Court should strike portions of 

interrogatory responses that she unilaterally labels “null and void.” The Receiver is aware of no 

such authority. Neither is she aware of any legal authority giving Patridge the power to dictate the 

substance of the Receiver’s narrative interrogatory responses. Patridge provides none. But see 

Thomason v. Metro. Life Ins. Co., No. 3:14-CV-00086-P-BF, 2015 WL 1914557, at *3 (N.D. Tex. 

Apr. 27, 2015) (party “not entitled to dictate the contents of his adversary’s interrogatory 

answers”). 

The statements to which Patridge objects are directly responsive to the requests—they 

explain why the Receiver is not best suited to ascertain the information sought—and show that 

Patridge itself is in the best position to derive the answer. See, e.g., Dudek, 2015 WL 11143084, 

at *5. The Receiver’s interrogatory responses are proper. 

14 BankPlus asserts this argument with respect to Interrogatory Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21. 
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7. The Receiver’s responses to specific requests are proper. 

The arguments above address the bulk of Patridge’s complaints about the Receiver’s 

discovery responses. The Receiver incorporates those arguments below, and addresses additional 

issues with specific responses. 

Interrogatory Nos. 1, 2

Patridge asks the Receiver to identify “all persons” with “any discoverable knowledge” of 

the complaint’s allegations (Interrogatory No. 1) and “any witness” the Receiver intends to call at 

trial. The Receiver has provided to Patridge in her initial disclosures the identities of those persons 

who she believes based on the information currently available to her have knowledge of 

discoverable information about Madison Timber generally and about each defendant specifically. 

She may discover additional persons in discovery. Wright & Miller § 2167 (“Contention 

interrogatories may be held unduly broad if they ask in an undifferentiated way for ‘all’ facts or 

witnesses that support an opposing party’s case.”). 

Interrogatory Nos. 3, 9, 15

Patridge asks the Receiver to identify “each investor whom the Receiver alleges Gee Gee 

Patridge recruited, referred, or assisted in recruiting or referring, to the Madison Timber Ponzi 

scheme” (Interrogatory No. 3); “any investors for whom you allege that Gee Gee Patridge served 

as a referral contact” (Interrogatory No. 9); and “each investor” who received the “referral list” 

prepared by Adams and Kelly (Interrogatory No. 15). 

First, these Interrogatory Nos. 3 and 9 are duplicative.  

Further, they are not a true contention interrogatories. Wright & Miller § 2167 (“Contention 

interrogatories may be held unduly broad if they ask in an undifferentiated way for ‘all’ facts or 

witnesses that support an opposing party’s case.”). The Receiver only knows what she can glean 
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from the records she has obtained. Her responses reference specific documents by Bates number 

upon which she relied to allege that Patridge referred investors to Madison Timber. She may 

discover additional investors who Patridge referred to Madison Timber as discovery progresses. 

The Receiver’s responses properly state the information presently known to her and identify the 

document that supports her allegation. Wright & Miller § 2174 (“A party should provide relevant 

facts reasonably available to it but should not be required to enter upon independent research in 

order to acquire information merely to answer interrogatories.”). 

Interrogatory Nos. 4, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 22, 23

These interrogatories ask the Receiver to identify the investor(s) referenced in certain of 

the complaint’s allegations.  

The Receiver’s responses point Patridge to the exact documents that form the basis of the 

complaint’s allegations, which contain the identities of the potential investor(s) referenced. When 

possible, the responses identify the investor by investor number. See, e.g., Response to 

Interrogatory No. 7. The Receiver’s responses properly state the information presently known to 

her and identify the documents that supports her allegations.  

Interrogatory Nos. 5, 6, 8, 21

Patridge asked the Receiver to “describe what you mean by ‘help’ and itemize what ‘help’ 

was allegedly given by Gee Gee Patridge” (Interrogatory No. 5); to “give the date, method, and 

content of the contact between Gee Gee Patridge and Wayne Kelly” (Interrogatory No. 6); to 

“describe what you mean by facilitate” Madison Timber investments and “itemize each facilitating 

action” by Patridge (Interrogatory No. 8); and to “describe what Gee Gee Patridge did to assist 

Wayne Kelly (Interrogatory No. 21). 
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The Receiver provided narrative responses of the facts supporting her allegations based on 

what she knows from the records she has obtained thus far, and pointed Patridge to the documents 

(BankPlus’s own) that support those allegations. Patridge’s demands that the Receiver “itemize 

what help” Patridge gave to Wayne Kelly (Interrogatory No. 5); detail “the date, method, and 

content” of each communication between Patridge and Kelly (Interrogatory No. 6); and “itemize 

each facilitating action” by Patridge (Interrogatory No. 8) go beyond what is required of the 

Receiver under Rule 33. Velasquez v., 2020 WL 5604046, at *2 (“Contention interrogatories, in 

turn, should not require a party to provide the equivalent of a narrative account of its case, 

including every evidentiary fact, details of testimony of supporting witnesses, and the contents of 

supporting documents.”); Wright & Miller § 2174 (“As a general rule a party in answering 

interrogatories must furnish information that is available to it and that can be given without undue 

labor and expense. But a party cannot ordinarily be forced to prepare its opponent’s case. . . . A 

party should provide relevant facts reasonably available to it but should not be required to enter 

upon independent research in order to acquire information merely to answer interrogatories.”). 

Interrogatory No. 10

Patridge asks the Receiver how she alleges Patridge “told Kelly” that she would be a 

referral contact for Madison Timber. The Receiver answered the question directly: The complaint 

expressly alleges that “emails show” Gee Gee Patridge’s conduct. The Receiver’s allegations are 

based on Patridge’s and BankPlus’s records presently available to her. 

Interrogatory Nos. 16, 17

Patridge asks the Receiver to identify “all ‘unusual transactions’” that happened at 

BankPlus (Interrogatory No. 17) and the BankPlus employees who believed those “unusual 
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transactions” were okay because Patridge’s son, Stewart, was selling investments and because Gee 

Gee Patridge was an investor (Interrogatory No. 16).  

The Receiver’s responses detail the “unusual transactions” that form the basis of her 

allegation, and point Patridge to Jason Cowgill’s S.E.C. testimony and answer in this case to show 

that he thought those transactions were okay because of Patridge’s involvement. The Receiver’s 

allegations are based upon what is presently known to her based on her review of BankPlus’s 

records and BankPlus employees’ testimony to the S.E.C. There may be other transactions between 

BankPlus and Madison Timber that the Receiver might deem “unusual” about which she does not 

yet know. And there might be other BankPlus employees who felt like Cowgill did, but the 

Receiver cannot know that until she is finally able to depose them. Wright & Miller § 2167 (“[Rule 

33] itself provides that the court may order that an interrogatory relating to opinion or contentions 

need not be answered until after designated discovery has been completed or until a pretrial 

conference or other later time.”); Velasquez, 2020 WL 5604046, at *2 (“Contention 

interrogatories, in turn, should not require a party to provide the equivalent of a narrative account 

of its case, including every evidentiary fact, details of testimony of supporting witnesses, and the 

contents of supporting documents.”). 

Interrogatory Nos. 18, 19, 20, 24 
Request for Production Nos. 13, 14 

These requests involve Patridge’s argument that, because she is an investor, she is entitled 

to broad, and invasive discovery into the private life and finances of other Madison Timber 

investors to establish each investor’s reliance, and, relatedly, “good faith,” to Patridge’s 

satisfaction. This information is irrelevant to the Receiver’s claims and Patridge’s defenses. 
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 The issue of investor discovery is currently pending before the Court in Mills v. BankPlus, 

et al.15 and in the consolidated action In re Consolidated Discovery in Cases Filed by Alysson 

Mills,16 and the Receiver incorporates those arguments here. In short, investor reliance is not an 

element of the Receiver’s claims against BankPlus, and the Receiver’s damages are the 

Receivership Estate’s, not individual investors’. Neither the absence of investor reliance nor, 

relatedly, their good faith, bars the Receiver’s claims in whole or in part.  

Request for Production Nos. 1–12, 15–27 

Patridge asks the Receiver to produce documents that relate to various allegations in her 

complaint. BankPlus’s records and BankPlus employees’ testimony to the S.E.C. (including 

Patridge herself) form the basis of the Receiver’s allegations of Patridge. But other information 

might corroborate those allegations and therefore be responsive. As required by Rule 34, each of 

the Receiver’s written responses to Patridge’s requests for production says that she has produced 

responsive documents and states the category of documents that might contain responsive 

information. With few exceptions, the Receiver is not withholding documents from Patridge.17

15 Docs. 184, 190, 199, Mills v. BankPlus, et al., No. 19-cv-196 (S.D. Miss.). 
16 Docs. 83, 184, In re Consolidated Discovery in Cases Filed by Alysson Mills, No. 22-cv-36 (S.D. Miss.). 
17 The Receiver has not produced the records she obtained from Brent Alexander and Jon Seawright, but will do so 
once their criminal proceedings conclude. Otherwise, the Receiver has not produced her post-appointment 
communications with individual investors. The Court recently ruled “[d]iscovery of postappointment communications 
between the Receiver and investor-victims, however, will shed no light on the claims or defenses between the actual 
parties. We should move on.” Doc. 338 at 3, Mills v. The UPS Store, Inc., No. 3:19-cv-364 (S.D. Miss.). 
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September 12, 2022 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Lilli Evans Bass

Lilli Evans Bass, Miss. Bar No. 102896 

BROWN BASS & JETER, PLLC 

1755 Lelia Drive, Suite 400 

Jackson, Mississippi 39216 

Tel: 601-487-8448 

Fax: 601-510-9934 

bass@bbjlawyers.com 

Counsel for the Receiver 

/s/ Kaja S. Elmer 

Brent B. Barriere, admitted pro hac vice 

Primary Counsel

Kaja S. Elmer, admitted pro hac vice 

FISHMAN HAYGOOD LLP 

201 St. Charles Avenue, Suite 4600 

New Orleans, Louisiana 70170 

Tel: 504-586-5252 

bbarriere@fishmanhaygood.com 

kelmer@fishmanhaygood.com 

Kristen D. Amond, admitted pro hac vice

MILLS & AMOND LLP 

650 Poydras Street, Suite 1525 

New Orleans, Louisiana 70130

Tel: 504-383-0332 

kamond@millsamond.com 

Counsel for the Receiver  

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I certify that I electronically filed the foregoing with the Clerk of Court using the ECF 

system which sent notification of filing to all counsel of record. 

Date: September 12, 2022  /s/ Kaja S. Elmer 
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Alysson Mi l ls  
ami l ls@mil lsamond.com 

t/ f :  504-586-5253 

July 23, 2021 

Re: Madison Timber Receivership virtual data room 
Securities & Exchange Commission vs. Adams, et al., No. 3:18-cv-252 (S.D. Miss.) 
Mills vs. Butler Snow, et al., No. 3:18-cv-866 (S.D. Miss.) 
Mills vs. BankPlus, et al., No. 3:19-cv-196 (S.D. Miss.)  
Mills vs. The UPS Store, Inc., et al., No. 3:19-cv-364 (S.D. Miss.) 
Mills vs. Trustmark, et al., No. 3:19-cv-941 (S.D. Miss.) 

Dear Reader: 

I write to summarize, and explain the origins of, records in the Madison Timber Receivership’s virtual 
data room.  These records are being made available to defendants in the Receivership Estate’s lawsuits subject, 
of course, to their agreement to separate terms of access. 

Some defendants may already have some records.  Until now, no defendant has had all records.  In 
the spirit of facilitating discovery for all parties, we have made all records available in one place.  It goes 
without saying that all records are not relevant to all cases therefore I reserve the right to object to any record’s 
use for any purpose by any party.   

Origins of records 

On June 22, 2018, the Court appointed me receiver of the estates of Arthur Lamar Adams and 
Madison Timber Properties, LLC.  The order of appointment instructed me to take custody, control, and 
possession of any assets and records of Adams and Madison Timber. 

Shortly after my appointment, I personally visited Madison Timber’s office with the intention of 
collecting records, but not much was there.  The FBI had already searched the office and seized its records.  
Much later I obtained an electronic copy of those records from the FBI, pursuant to court order.  I am 
attaching the FBI receipts that accompanied those records here. 

The FBI made a forensic image of Adams’s computer and then returned it to Adams so that he could 
use his files to prepare for his sentencing hearing.  I later personally obtained the computer from Adams’s 
lawyer John Colette.  I am attaching my letter to Mr. Colette here.  I still have the computer; it’s in my office.  
The FBI’s forensic image of the computer is among the records that I later obtained from the FBI.   

I personally obtained Madison Timber’s QuickBooks files from Grace Fuller, Madison Timber’s CPA, 
by going to her office. 
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I personally obtained other records of Adams and Madison Timber by making formal requests of third 
parties.  For most of those requests, I mailed the third party a letter and copy of the order of appointment.  I 
am attaching those letters, and any follow-up letters that I retained, here. 
 

Finally, my counsel obtained, via subpoenas duces tecum, records from notaries who notarized fake 
timber deeds for Adams and Madison Timber.   
 

Virtual data room 
 

I have no desire to withhold from any defendant any of the aforementioned records. The virtual data 
room contains all the aforementioned records.  The sole exception is the FBI’s forensic image of Adams’s 
computer.  We entrusted that to a qualified third party who on request will make a copy for any defendant. 
 

In addition to the aforementioned records, the virtual data room contains my letters to Madison 
Timber’s victims (although I am making these letters available, I strongly dispute their relevancy to the 
Receivership Estate’s lawsuits and reserve all objections to their use for any purpose by any party) as well as 
my accounting of Madison Timber’s victims’ promissory notes, as described in my motion for first 
distribution. 

 
Persons with access to the virtual data room will have immediate access to all these records—with a 

few exceptions, which I explain here. 
 
Internal emails of BankPlus, Trustmark, and RiverHills 

 
Most of the records that I have obtained are Adams’s or Madison Timber’s own records: records 

seized from Madison Timber’s office, records obtained from Adams and his agents, and attorney-client files, 
bank statements, and QuickBooks files.  

 
But certain of the records that I have obtained arguably are not.  These records include internal emails 

that I obtained, pre-lawsuit, from now-defendants BankPlus, Trustmark, and RiverHills. 
 

I am aware that defendants, including UPS, believe they are entitled to these internal emails.  I am 
prepared to give them access, but believe it appropriate to give BankPlus, Trustmark, and RiverHills an 
opportunity to object.  If they do not object within 14 days, I will make these internal emails available to 
everyone. 

 
Alexander Seawright records 

 
Given the criminal indictments of Brent Alexander and Jon Seawright, and the stay of all civil 

proceedings against them, I believe it appropriate to confer with their counsel prior to making records that I 
obtained from them available to everyone. 
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Respectfully, 

 
Alysson Mills 

 
 
Attachments: 
Index of records in virtual data room 
Letters and receipts reflecting records requested or obtained 
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Index of records in virtual data room: 

FBI (records obtained from) 

Billings, Mike (records obtained from) 

Kelly, Wayne (records obtained from) 

McHenry, Bill (records obtained from) 

Shell, Randy (records obtained from) 

Alexander Seawright (records obtained from) 

Butler Snow (records obtained from) 

Rawlings & MacInnis (records obtained from) 

Madison Trust Company (records obtained from) 

Notaries (records obtained from) 

BankPlus (internal emails) 

Trustmark National Bank (internal emails) 

RiverHills Bank (internal emails) 

Madison Timber financial records 

Receiver’s accounting 

QuickBooks files 

Trustmark bank statements 

First National Bank of Clarksdale bank statements 

RiverHills bank statements 

Southern Bancorp bank statements 

Promissory notes (miscellaneous) 

Receiver’s letters to investors 
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Letters and receipts reflecting records requested or obtained (attached) 
to/from beginning 

Billings, Mike 2018-07-06 

Kelly, Wayne 2018-07-06 

McHenry, Bill 2018-07-06 

First National Bank of Clarksdale 2018-07-06 

RiverHills Bank 2018-07-06 

Butler Snow LLP 2018-07-06 

Rawlings & MacInnis, P.A. 2018-08-01 

Trustmark National Bank 2018-08-07 

Madison Trust Company 2018-08-07 

BankPlus 2018-08-20 

Alexander, Brent 

Seawright, Jon 

2018-10-02 

Baker Donelson 2018-10-02 

FBI 2019-03-06 

John Colette 2019-05-28 

Southern Bancorp Bank 2019-09-10 
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MEMO 
 

Date: May 11, 2022 

 

Re: Madison Timber Receivership virtual data room 

Securities & Exchange Commission vs. Adams, et al., No. 3:18-cv-252 (S.D. Miss.) 

 In re Consolidated Discovery, 3:22-cv-00036 (S.D. Miss) 
Mills vs. Butler Snow, et al., No. 3:18-cv-866 (S.D. Miss.) 

Mills vs. BankPlus, et al., No. 3:19-cv-196 (S.D. Miss.)  

Mills vs. The UPS Store, Inc., et al., No. 3:19-cv-364 (S.D. Miss.) 

Mills vs. Trustmark, et al., No. 3:19-cv-941 (S.D. Miss.) 

 

 

The Receiver has uploaded the following records: 

 

Exhibits from Lamar Adams’s sentencing [MTR_00391924 – MTR_00392046 (Confidential)] 

 

These documents are being produced subject to the attached April 22, 2022 order entered in In re 
Consolidated Discovery, 3:22-cv-00036 (S.D. Miss), which expressly provides that the documents are 

subject to the Protective Order governing these cases. The Receiver is producing these documents 

as she received them from the Clerk of Court.  
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Index of records in Madison Timber virtual data room: 

 

Terms of Access 
Index of records 
 
In re Consolidated Discovery, 3:22-cv-00036 (S.D. Miss.) 
Mills v. Baker Donelson, et al., No. 3:18-cv-866 

Mills v. BankPlus, et al., No. 3:19-cv-196 

Mills v. The UPS Store, Inc., et al., No. 3:19-cv-364 

Mills v. Trustmark National Bank, et al., No. 3:19-cv-941 

 

FBI (records obtained from) 

SEC (records obtained from) 

Exhibits from Lamar Adams’s sentencing 

Mississippi Secretary of State (records obtained from) 

Transcripts 

Billings, Mike (records obtained from) 

Kelly, Wayne (records obtained from) 

McHenry, Bill (records obtained from) 

Shell, Randy (records obtained from) 

Alexander Seawright (records obtained from) 

Butler Snow (records obtained from) 

Rawlings & MacInnis (records obtained from) 

Madison Trust Company (records obtained from) 

Pinnacle Trust Company (records obtained from) 

Notaries (records obtained from) 

Trustmark National Bank (records obtained from) 

RiverHills Bank (records obtained from) 

Southern Bancorp (records obtained from) 

Community Bank (records obtained from) 

First National Bank of Clarksdale (records obtained from) 

Southern Ag Credit (records obtained from) 

Jefferson Bank (records obtained from) 

BankPlus (internal emails) 

Trustmark National Bank (internal emails) 

RiverHills Bank (internal emails) 

Madison Trust Company (internal emails) 

Lott Fuller CPA (records obtained from) 

Lamar Adams’s LLCs’ records 
Lamar Adams’s financial records 
 

Madison Timber financial records 
Receiver’s accounting 

QuickBooks files 

Investors’ responses to February 19, 2021 letter from Receiver 

Applications for equitable advance 

Trustmark bank statements 

RiverHills bank statements 
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First National Bank of Clarksdale bank statements 

Southern Bancorp bank statements 

Promissory notes (miscellaneous) 

Receiver’s letters to investors 

Investors 
Assignments 
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